
BECOME A GENOS
CERTIFIED

EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
PRACTITIONER

STARTING SEPTEMBER 28 
 

If you’re a coach, consultant, trainer, learning & O/D professional, human
resource consultant, or an organisational psychologist, the Genos Certified
Emotional Intelligence Practitioner Program will dramatically enhance your
credentials and credibility by making you an expert in applying Emotional

Intelligence (EI) in the workplace.
 

LEARN HOW TO DEVELOP AND APPLY EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE SOLUTIONS IN ORGANISATIONS TO MAKE 

A REAL IMPACT ON HOW PEOPLE WORK TOGETHER

Game changing for business,
 life changing for people

Hosted and sponsored by Docheva&Partners,
 an Authorised Distributor of Genos International 
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AS A GENOS CERTIFIED EI PRACTITIONER YOU'LL BE ABLE TO:

Work with and sell the full suite of Genos emotional intelligence products and programs as a

formally Certified EI Practitioner.

Benefit from using our unique Genos Digital Platform – allowing participants to experience their Genos

EI Report via our fully digital platform.

Provide an expert perspective on the business case for, and benefits of, emotional intelligence in

the workplace.

Apply the Genos Model of Emotional Intelligence in client or internal development programs to

raise employee engagement, enhance resilience, improve teamwork, raise leader productivity and

create a positive climate for change.

Powerfully debrief Genos Emotional Intelligence assessment results with individuals and teams.

Access Genos University and Member Portal FREE for life. Receive access to all Practitioner

resources and materials at your fingertips. Join regular networking events to build your global

connections.

Deliver 5 ‘out-of-the-box’ 1-day training programs: Engaging Leader, Resilient Leader, Mindful

Leader, Emotionally Intelligent Leader and the Emotionally Intelligent Salesperson. Access scripts,

workbooks and best practices.

Deliver the powerful new Leading with Emotional Intelligence Program, specifically designed to be

delivered virtually.

Support clients in identifying, recruiting and developing emotionally intelligent people using our unique

Genos EI Selection Report.

Work with Sales teams using our suite of Emotional Intelligence Sales Reports and programs.

Utilise our unique Emotional Culture Index (at no cost) and help your clients identify how their teams

are feeling to prepare and develop programs to enhance

Deliver compelling keynote presentations on all aspects of Emotional Intelligence.

Build your reputation using Genos ready made training content, social media support and marketing

best practices.



4 STEPS TO BECOME A CERTIFIED
 EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE EXPERT:

Experience your own Genos EI Assessment – complete your own EI assessment and have it fed back

to you in a one-on-one, so that you’re also working on your own development as you progress through

the program.

Work with a Genos Master Trainer to understand truly powerful coaching debriefs.

1) PRE-PROGRAMME ASSESSMENT & DEBRIEF

 

Receive a comprehensive Certification Packet to support you through the course with workbooks,

sample reports and more.

Each week, explore a unique aspect of implementing emotional intelligence in your organisation or

with your clients.

Learn from internationally recognised experts and Master Trainers who work with Fortune 500

companies every day during interactive and engaging sessions.

2) WEEKLY DEEP – DIVE INTO EVERY ASPECT OF EI

 

With your lifetime membership to Genos University, our online support for Certified Practitioners is

unlike any other. You’ll learn about all aspects of the Genos business from our expert team members

and from other Certified Practitioners. You’ll meet, network and collaborate with talented

practitioners from around the world on regular ‘Genos hangouts’ – building your international

connections.

Genos University is loaded with marketing, sales and business development training videos and

learning modules that you can access at any time of the day.

3) DEEPEN YOUR EXPERTISE WITH GENOS UNIVERSITY 

To achieve formal certification, you’ll debrief the results of a fictional candidate with your Master

Trainer playing the part of the candidate.

The Master Trainer will provide you with feedback on your competence with our 8-step coaching

model, and will provide necessary support to get you feeling completely confident of your ability to

effectively debrief reports.

4) EARN YOUR FORMAL CERTIFIED PRACTITIONER QUALIFICATION
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POWERFUL EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE CERTIFICATION

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

If you’re a coach, consultant, trainer, L&D/OD/HR

professional or focused on transforming how people

work together – this course is for you. This course is

suitable for internal practitioners as well as

independent coaches and trainers.

Attendees from around the world are welcome to join.

(ICF Coaches receive 10 Core Competency hours & 4

Resource Development hours.)

WHAT’S THE PROGRAM LAYOUT?

Starting September 28, 2021, experience 6

weeks of 2 hour sessions, live, online and

interactive.

Delivered by Master Trainer, Diliana Docheva

via Zoom. 

A place on the Live Online Genos Certified Practitioner Program.
Receive a full Certification packet in the mail with all the materials you’ll use in the program.
Six 2 hour interactive sessions with peers from around the world where you’ll learn how to
effectively deliver powerful EI programs. Optional bonus practice session to collaborate and fine
tune your Genos debrief.

Access to a variety of compelling ready-made training programs – all complete with scripts,

workbooks, and guidance for delivery. These include: Leading with Emotional Intelligence virtual

training, The Resilient Leader, The Mindful Leader, The Emotionally Intelligent and The Emotionally

Intelligent Salesperson

Membership to Genos University, regular Professional Development live webinars and networking
events.
Your very own private online Genos Assessment Portal to allow you to manage your EI business.
Full access to the Genos Online Member Portal for business development, regular new trainings
and marketing guidance.

WHAT DOES THE FULL PROGRAM INCLUDE?
 

PRICING/VALUE?

Cost: €1980

All attendees will also receive and complete a Genos EI Assessment before the programme.

Starting September 28, 2021, experience 6 weeks of 2 hour sessions, live, online and interactive.

Session 1 – September 28

Session 2 – October 1

Session 3 – October 5
Session 4 – October 8

All sessions start at  5:00 pm

Optional: Bonus Practice Session

Session 5 – October 19

Session 6 – October 22
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Diliana started her career at an Austrian training company back in 1993.

She is a master trainer at Genos International. She partners with a large

network of leading European and global consulting and training companies

as a consultant and development guide. 

 

As an entrepreneur, she has successfully established the local presence of

two international consulting companies followed by the founding of her

own company.  In 2017, together with her partners, she created Leadership

Accelerators in response to the need for a new format for provoking,

teaching and inspiring innovative leaders. 

 
She has track record of projects in 16 countries in three languages, helping hundreds of teams and

organizations work more purposefully and harmoniously, improving their organizational systems and

leveraging people's potential. In recent years, her main work has been consulting senior executives to

transform their organizations in areas such as: mission and vision, strategy and goal execution,

organizational culture, and leadership. 

 

She is the author of numerous publications in management and leadership and a lecturer at conferences.

Her real passion is the need for modern leadership and organizational systems. 

 

Diliana holds a PhD in Management and a Masters in Macroeconomics. In 2019 she was awarded “The

Inflexion European Entrepreneur of the Year”, national winner award by The European Business Awards.

WE BELIEVE IN CREATING MORE EMOTIONALLY INTELLIGENT

AND HAPPY TEAMS AROUND THE WORLD, JOIN US!

YOUR MASTER TRAINER: DR. DILIANA DOCHEVA

THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE EI CERTIFICATION TRAINING
ON THE MARKET. YOU’LL LEARN:

The Neuroscience of Emotions

The Genos EI Model & Behaviours

Full suite of EI solutions for Hiring and

Development

Psychometric Properties and Research

EI Workplace Behaviour Reports

Interpreting and Debriefing Results

Powerful Group-based Debriefs

Integrating EI in Selection & Talent

Management

Best Practices for Marketing Your Genos

Business

Using the Brand New Emotional Intelligence

Selection Assessment in Hiring

How to Deliver The Compelling Add on

Programmes

The Mindful/Resilient/Engaging/Emotionally

Intelligent Leader

The 6 Skills of Emotionally Intelligent Leaders

Leadership Feedback Report

Psychometric Properties

EI Leadership Report Options

Competitive advantages of the Genos

Solutions vs. Other EI assessments

Using the Genos Survey System with Ease

Working with The Emotional Culture Index

Application of the Genos Sales EI Reports
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